
Tree Wardens



Tree Wardens Tree Survey Guidance Notes

Please fill in:   
Area, Map No, (should be on the maps provided), who surveyed and date of survey on every sheet.

Tree No:   
Number given to each tree surveyed to allow identification in the future.e.g(T1, T2, T3,) To be marked 
on the maps and the survey sheets

Species:    
Please list the common name of the tree and the species if known. (Oak, English). For a group of 
trees please list the names of the dominant trees and their species if known  (e.g English Oak, Ash)

Single/Group/Woodland:  
Please state whether the tree is growing as an individual or as a group of trees. If the trees are 
growing as a group please list the number of individual trees within the group. (Individual S, Group  
of 3 G3)
If the trees are growing in a woodland or a copse.  Please list the common names of the dominant 
species (W1)



Age Class:
We are not interested in very small trees or 
saplings as they cannot be protected. An easy 
field assessment covering the range of trees we 
are interested in can be carried out as follows:

If the tree stem is thin enough to clasp in both 
hands, wholly or mostly, it is Young ie within the 
1st third of life (Y), 

If you can wrap 1 arm, wholly or mostly, around 
the tree stem it is Semi-mature within the 2nd 
third of life (S/M), 

If you need to use both arms to, wholly or mostly, 
encircle the tree or it is larger it is Mature within 
the final third of life (M), 

Old tree that has been pollarded/cut in the past 
Veteran (V).  

Old tree that has not been cut in the past   
Ancient. (A)

        

   
 
 
 
 
 

Veteran (V) showing previous pollarding

Ancient (A) showing no signs of previous work



Estimated height: 
Please give an estimated height in metres

Average Crown Spread: 
Please estimate the average crown spread in metres measured from the tree stem to the edge of 
the canopy.

Condition: Please refer to photo guide and the characteristics of the individual tree 
species.

Foliage:  
Full crown, good colour, size and density of leaves (Good)
 Full crown, discoloured, small leaves (Fair)
 Sparse crown, discoloured, small, absent leaves (Poor)

      

  
  

  

 Good (G) Fair (F) Poor (P)



Branches: 
Well balanced crown, no crossing or damaged branches (Good)
Slightly asymmetric crown, some crossing or broken branches (Fair)
Asymmetric crown, crossing and damaged branches (Poor)

Well balanced 
Crown

Good 
branch 
structure

Asymmetric 
crown 

Poor 
branch 
structure



Stem:   
No cavities or bark damage on stem or buttress roots no signs of included     
fence, nails etc (Good)
 Minor cavities or bark damage on stem or buttress roots signs of included     
fencing. (Fair)
 Major cavities or bark damage to stem or buttress roots, visible included     
fencing, nails. (Poor)

 Good (G)    Fair (F)     Poor (P)



Fungi Present:
Fungal fruiting bodies, brackets, mushrooms, on or in close proximity to the tree buttress roots, stem 
or branches. (Y/N). If there is fungi present please give name of fungi if known.

       

  
 

 Giant Polypore around  Beef Steak Fungi  Chicken of the Woods the  
 base of the tree between tree buttress roots in the tree canopy



Visual amenity (High, Medium, Low):  
A single tree can have significant visual amenity both at close quarters and from a distance.

A group can also have significant visual amenity from a distance but at close quarters the condition of 
individual trees may often, but not always, influence the assessment of visual amenity

     

      

 High (H) Medium (M) - Low (L)



Comments: Please use this section to add any additional information you feel maybe useful e.g nests, 
signs of bats, previous management,  tree houses, excessive Ivy growth etc.

If you have any queries please contact Chris Wright ✆ 01454 863554, 07799657325 or  
Lea Bending ✆ 01454 863554 Mon - Wed
Simon Penfold ✆ 01454 863554 Thurs-Fri
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